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Abstract

Grid environment is an environment that consists of the
large set of resources distributed among many locations.
Hence, the problem of resource discovery can be profoundly
complex due to the size and the complexity of Grid system.
Hence, this is the challenging to explore the previous ap-
proaches which related with resource discovery in Grid sys-
tem that can lead us to invent new works in the future.

In this paper, we are interested in resource discovery
algorithms which can search for the preferred resources
quickly and efficiently (e.g. return the correct results quickly
and reduce network complexity). Finally we analyze the
Peer-to-Peer approach because it is a term used to describe
the current trend toward utilizing the full resource available
within a large distributed network. In addition, we need to
evaluate the trend of applying resource discovery mecha-
nisms of Peer-to-Peer technology using in Grid systems.

1. Introduction

Grid environment [2, 9, 10] consists of the large set of re-
sources which distributed among geographical locations. In
large set of shared resources, a basic problem is locating
resources in the absence of a naming scheme: that is, a re-
source is often described as a set of desired attributes (”such
as a Unix computer with physical memory 256 MB”) rather
than via a globally unique identifier (such as Internet ad-
dress or Internet domain name). Moreover, we cannot as-
sign the unique name for such resources that can be often
changed dynamically (e.g. CPU load, available memory,
available network bandwidth,even through the existence of
resources: join, leave, or fail). The complexity of Grid en-
vironment induces the problem of resource discovery which
we need to obtain the speed of finding out the preferred re-
sources in the large scale of Grid systems.

There is more challenging in resource discovery when
we concern about resource heterogeneity. The resources
may be computers, database, storage space, or application

software. Moreover, many resources which are the same
type, they still have different implementation. Such as we
want to execute the Unix codes and use the machines inside
Grid network to compute them. So the resource discovery
must match the resources that can supply the environment
to compute the codes (that is, the resource should be Unix
platform not the MS Windows platform).

The motivation of this survey, we need to explore new
resource discovery mechanisms which is suitable with Grid
environments. That is, the resource discovery should find
out the preferred resources quickly and return the result
back to one who requests in the manner time. Consequently,
we collect the information about the previous works related
resource discovery before we implement the real mecha-
nism. Although this paper does not purpose new successful
resource discovery mechanism, but we expect this survey
could make us know about the exist facility that could lead
us achieve our goal more or less.

We purpose to present the resource discovery works
through the discussion in each section. We discuss the re-
source discovery survey into two discussion areas: Discus-
sion of Algorithms and Discussion of P2P approach using
in Grid.

The first discussion is about the known resource discov-
ery algorithms using in the distributed system. That is, we
need to evaluate the algorithms and compare them with our
specific measure. Although this paper we survey about the
resource discovery in Grid environments, but we should de-
termine the distributed resource discovery algorithms to ex-
plore new resource mechanism using in Grid systems.

The last discussion is about the real implementation of
resource discovery mechanism using the scheme of Peer-to-
Peer technology. The Peer-to-Peer the Grid, both technol-
ogy seem likely to converge into a large-scale, decentral-
ized, and self-configuring environment that provide com-
plex functionalities. That is why we choose to discuss the
Peer-to-Peer in this survey.
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2. Discussion of Algorithms

In this section we discuss about the nature of distributed re-
source discovery algorithms, where there is no central con-
trol in the network and machines (or nodes) operate inde-
pendently of each other, making queries to their neighbor
and transferring information about part or all of neighbor
lists. Moreover, resource discovery algorithms need to be
efficient in terms of time and network communication. That
is, machines should learn each other quickly, without using
an inordinate amount of communication.

2.1 Resource Discovery Algorithms

We are interested in four resource discovery algorithms: the
Flooding algorithm, the Swamping algorithm, the Random
Pointer Jump algorithm, and the Name-Dropper algorithm.
We use these below two characteristics to evaluate the per-
formance of each algorithm.

• Number of rounds We define one round as the time
for each node in the network to contact its neighbors
and exchange some subset of its neighbor list. The run-
ning time of resource discovery algorithm is the num-
ber of rounds required until every nodes know about
every other nodes; i.e., a complete graph is formed.

• Communication complexity We measure network
communication in two ways:

– The pointer communication complexityis defined
to be the total number of pointers communicated
during the course of the algorithm.

– The connection communication complexityis de-
fined to be the total number of connections which
are opened during the course of the algorithm

See Table 1 that shows the performance of the algorithms
that evaluated by the number of rounds and the communi-
cation complexity.

2.1.1 The Flooding Algorithm

The Flooding algorithm is used by network routers today for
advertising certain routing tables or link states to connected
routers or specific set of routers (depends on protocols).

The Flooding algorithm defines a node is initially config-
ured to connect with a fixed set of neighboring nodes. We
do not concern that it connects to others in the underlying
physical networks, but rather it uses the virtual links to con-
nect to them. It can only communicate directly to this set.
If we concern the nodes in the network connected in the
form of graph structure. A node only communicates over
the edges that were initially in the graph (or initial neigh-
boring nodes); new edges that are added to the graph are
not used for communication.

The Flooding algorithm purposes that in every rounds,
each node contacts only all of its initial neighbors (neigh-
boring nodes) and transmits the updates to them. The exam-
ple of update information is such new nodes that are joined
before sending this updates.

The number of rounds required by the Flooding algo-
rithm to converge to a complete graph is equal to the diam-
eter,dinitial, of the initial graph. The speed of algorithm
depends ondinitial; thedinitial is small then the algorithm
is fast otherwise if it is large then the algorithm is slow. So
we obtainedΘ(n), for the possibility ofdinitial could be
generally large, ifn is the number of nodes in network (also
means the diameter).

The communication complexity of the Flooding algo-
rithm depends on the number of edges,minitial, of the ini-
tial graph. Such the pointer communication complexity is
Θ(n · minitial). For the pointer communication complex-
ity, it comes from the algorithm that defines every pointer
must be sent every edge. The connection communica-
tion complexity isΘ(dinitial · minitial), because each node
must open up a connection with all of its initial neighbors
during each of the new rounds to learn new information.
Consequently, since if there are any neighbors are changed,
all of the current neighbor set is also transferred.

2.1.2 The Swamping Algorithm

The Swamping Algorithm is identical to the Flooding algo-
rithm except that nodes may now open connections with all
their current neighbors, not just their neighboring nodes.

The speed of the Swamping algorithm is better than the
Flooding algorithm when we determine their ability of con-
verging to a complete graph. The Swamping algorithm al-
ways completes inO(log n), irrespective of the initial con-
figuration.

There is also a weakness in Swamping algorithm, espe-
cially the network communication complexity is increased.
When the graph is almost complete, the pointer commu-
nication complexity isΩ(n3), because each node (fromn
nodes) sends itsn pointers to each of itsn neighbors. The
connection communication complexity of the Swamping al-
gorithm is Ω(n2), because each node makes connections
with each of itsn neighbors.

We can summarize that the Swamping algorithm is
very fast to complete the graph using less rounds;however,
the communication complexity is more terrible – it grows
quickly.

2.1.3 The Random Pointer Jump Algorithm

The Random Pointer Jump algorithm works as follows: In
each round, each node contacts a random neighbor. The
chosen neighbor then sends information to contacting node.
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Num. Rounds Pointer Communication Connection Communication
Flooding dinitial Ω(n · minitial) Ω(dinitial · minitial)
Swamping O(log n) Ω(n3) Ω(n2)
Random Pointer Jump Ω(n) in worse case (num. rounds)·minitial ) (num. rounds)·minitial

Name-Dropper O(log2 n) O(n2 log2 n) O(n log2 n)

Table 1: This table shows the performance of 4 resource discovery algorithms for distributed systems. In the above notation,
minitial is the number of edges in the initial graph,n is the number of nodes in the graph, anddinitialis the initial diameter
of the graph.

The Random Pointer Jump algorithm can be only ap-
plied to strongly connected networks (i.e., there must exist
a path between every pair of machines), because otherwise
the graph will never converge to a complete graph. Con-
sider for example the graph with two nodes and a single
directed edge between them: the remaining edge cannot be
formed. For strongly connection graphs, it turns out that
this algorithm isnot a good choice, with high probability
Θ(n) rounds to converge to a complete graph.

Additional, the Random Pointer Jump algorithm was im-
proved by the Random Pointer Jump with Back Edge algo-
rithm. With back edgeterm, every time a pointer jumps
then a back edge is to be added. For example, When node
A chooses node B and node B passes to A all of its neigh-
bors, node B also obtains a pointer back to A. However, the
Random Pointer Jump algorithm with Back Edge have not
been able to prove good bounds on the time to converge the
complete graph (claimed in [15]).

2.1.4 Name-Dropper Algorithm

The Name-Dropper algorithm [15] is identical to the Ran-
dom Pointer Jump with Back Edge algorithm. This algo-
rithm has been implemented at the Laboratory of Computer
Science at MIT as part of a project to build a large-scale
distributed cache.

The Name-Dropper algorithm works as follows: In each
round, each node sends information to one, randomly cho-
sen neighbor. Then, the left procedures just like the Random
Pointer Jump with Back Edge algorithm.

Although the Name-Dropper algorithm improves better
communication complexity and also reduces the number of
rounds, but there are a few weakness. From [15] they an-
alyzed the Name-Dropper algorithm in the static network,
i.e., there are no nodes being added or removed while the
algorithm is running. In reality, a node can change loca-
tion, or can become unavailable. The next weakness of the
Name-Dropper algorithm is that it does not know when to
stop the algorithm depends on first knowing the number of
nodes in the network.

2.2 Algorithms via Grids

This section we analyze the distributed resource discovery
algorithms that we discuss above in the scheme of applying
the algorithms to implement the resource discovery using in
Grid environments.

• The Flooding algorithm via Grid: The Flooding al-
gorithm is not quite good; however, this algorithm is
used for many technology today and the future. That
we observe this algorithm was implemented on Inter-
net routers today. But in the Grid environment, this
algorithm is not suitable with it, due to the size of
Grid environment which consists of many nodes. The
Flooding algorithm may increase traffic congestion in
network, and the overall performance of Grid system
may be very slow.

• The Swamping algorithm via Grid: The Swamping
algorithm improve the Flooding algorithm by reduc-
ing the number of rounds, but it increases high net-
work communication complexity. Hence, the Swamp-
ing algorithm can lead the traffic congestion in network
greater than the Flooding algorithm does.

• The Random Pointer Jump algorithm via Grid:
The Random Pointer Jump algorithm reduces the net-
work communication complexity. Although it can pro-
duce many rounds to complete graph when all of nodes
strongly connected graphs, but in Grid environment
this algorithm may work well because most of nodes
in Grid network usually connect together loosely.

• The Name-Dropper algorithm via Grid: The Name-
Dropper algorithm is high performance. It reduces the
number of rounds and improve the network communi-
cation complexity. However, it still has certain prob-
lems which many people who are interested in try to
improve. By the way, when we concern its high per-
formance, we realize this algorithm should be suit with
the large scale of Grid environments more than above
algorithms.
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2.3 A Parameter-based Approach

In [17] purposes new approach to resource discovery in Grid
computing system. Generally, resource discovery schemes
maintain and query a resource information. Dissemination
of resource information to other nodes in the network is one
of the key operations required to keep the resource status
of the whole system consistently. This approach introduces
the concept to control the dissemination in Grid systems.

For Parameter-based approach they classify the data dis-
semination schemes into three groups.

• Universal awareness:The algorithm disseminates the
information such a node can learn about every other
nodes in the Grid. Consequently, it causes significant
amount of communication in large network sizes for
message transfers.

• Neighborhood awareness:The dissemination algo-
rithm propagates information such that a node learns
about the other nodes that are less than a fixed distance
away from it. That is, it may use TTL (Time-to-Live)
to count the distance from passing information through
each node. Firstly, the TTL is set to the defined maxi-
mum value. If the information pass one node then the
TTL minus by one. Whenever the TTL is reduced to
zero then the passing is stop.

• Distinctive awareness:The dissemination algorithm is
affected from heterogeneous system of Grid. There
are various nodes on the Grid. Generally each node
may consists of the different resources with different
attributes. If there are variety of nodes or there are
many nodes with distinct attributes then there is more
significant. In Parameter-Based approach it uses the
term Grid Potential to determine the distinct aware-
ness.

Dissemination Algorithm

From Figure 1 presents the pseudo-code for the dissemi-
nation algorithm that executes on each node. The function
validate(X) is the validation process to validate the incom-
ing message. It differently acts upon the kind of awareness:
In universal awareness, the validation process permits all
incoming message. Inneighborhood awareness, the vali-
dation process returns true only if the distance to source is
acceptable. Indistinctive awareness, the validation process
validates by the”Grid Potential” terms.

The pseudo-code is just the well-formed for the dissem-
ination algorithm. But the particular algorithm may be
Flooding algorithm, Swamping algorithm, Random Pointer
Jump algorithm, or Name-Dropper algorithm. In [17], they
use the Swamping algorithm to evaluate their research. In

addition, they suggest that we can reduce the high mes-
sage overhead of the Swamping algorithm by using Name-
Dropper algorithm.

while(true){
// process incoming message
receivemessage(X){

if (validate(X)){
// update the data structures that keep
// awareness information in the node
process(X);

}
// if there are no incoming message then
// break out the loop to send messages
} or timeout(n)

if (currentTime> lastSentTime + n){
lastSentTime = currentTime
// send to logical neighbors
get the list of neighboring nodes Y
foreachnode in Y

sendstatus update message
}

}

Figure 1: Pseudo-code for dissemination algorithm

3. Discussion of P2P Approach using in Grid

In this section we discuss about resource discovery mech-
anisms using in Peer-to-Peer (also called P2P) technology.
We realize the resource discovery of P2P system may be
utilized in Grid environment.

3.1 Combine the P2P with Grid

In [1, 2] they purpose the possibility of merging the Peer-
to-Peer technology with the Grid technology. We expect
they should converge into a large-scale, decentralized, and
self-configuring environment that provides complex func-
tionalities.

The Grid system is a collection of resources shared by
different organizations or/and individuals. Many organiza-
tions have strictly specified sharing policies [9]. The P2P
system emphasizes two specific attributes of resource shar-
ing communities: scale and dynamism.

The resource sharing environment of both systems – P2P
and Grid – seems to converge. This converged environment
may have the following properties [2]:

1. Large scale: million of resources shared by hundreds
of participants (institutions and individuals)

2. Lack of global centralized authority.
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3. Highly variable participation patterns: there will be
perhaps a larger number of stable nodes than in today’s
Gnutella [23], but many resources will join and leave
the network frequently.

4. Strong diversity in:

• Shared resources: resources can be of different
types. Resources of the same type can be highly
heterogeneous: e.g. computers with different op-
erating systems.

• Shared characteristics: sharing resources may be
ruled by different policies.

5. Lack of homogeneous administrative support: some
participants will benefit from technical support, others
will rely on basic tools provided for the community

3.2 Resource discovery in P2P

This section we discuss the real implementations of re-
source discovery machanisms using in P2P technology. In
the context of each implementation, we present strictly in
the nature of resource discovery technique. In addition, we
need to extract some techniques from resource discovery in
P2P for applying with Grid environment for our future re-
search.

See Table 2 that shows the features of the discussed P2P
systems.

3.2.1 Napster

Napster is the famous music file sharing used world-wide
today.

In fact, Napster uses the concept of the traditional client-
server combined with P2P concept. That is, Napster is the
centralized system that required centralized server to keep
the namespace of host addresses. The server only keeps the
addresses of registered hosts and their music names. The
real music files are not stored in the server. In the other
way, the real music files are stored in the contributed hosts
who need to want music files to others.

The nature of resource discovery using in Napster is de-
scribed follow: if a user want to find out the preferred
music, he/she must request to the centralized server that
his/her computer registered with and search the music in
such server then begins search other servers until it finds
the correct number of response e.g. 100 matching music
files.

The advantage of Napster considered from the central-
ized approach. That is the search is comprehensive, the up-
date of the directory is fast, and the total number of mes-
sages exchanged is minimized. However, the disadvantage
of centralized approach is a single point of failure. a non-
scalable solution and the requirement of a central authority.

Napster via Grid

When we determine the disadvantage of Napster consid-
ered from the centralized approach, the resource discovery
mechanism of Napster is non-scalable solution which may
not suit with the required large scale of Grid system. But
if we determine only the small Grid network, Napster may
give the good performance.

3.2.2 Gnutella

Gnutella is the famous file sharing and there are many im-
plementations of the P2P system using Gnutella protocol.

In Gnutella, each node is identified by its IP address and
connected to some of limited nodes, that acting like the
neighbors . When a node want to find out the preferred
file, it propagate the request to its known neighbors. The
neighbors will find the matching files and disseminate this
request to their neighbors recursively. The result of match-
ing (file names) will return back to the requested node. We
notice that Gnutella uses the idea of the Flooding algorithm.
To prevent infinity dissemination , there are maximum hop
field (aka TTL /Time-To-Live) that reduced every the re-
quest pass from one node to another. If this maximum hop
is zero then the dissemination is stop.

Gnutella via Grid

Since the Gnutella is completely decentralized, so there is
no single point of failure. Gnutella is also used with large
scale system;hence, we hope this feature may be suit with
the Grid system;however, the nodes are organized loosely,
so the costs for node joining and searching areO(n), which
means that Gnutella cannot grow to a very large scale.
Moreover, when we consider the dissemination or flood-
ing of request, Gnutella can increase highly communication
complexity in the Grid system.

3.2.3 CAN

CAN [22] is referred to Content Addressable Network.
CAN is a distributed hash-based infrastructure that provides
fast lookup functionally on Internet-like scales.

The CAN network is organized ind − dimensional
taurus. Each peer logically occupies a zone in thisd −
dimensional space and knows all its neighbors. Content
and queries, in the form of(key, value) pairs, are also
mapped intod dimensions usingd global hash functions.
Routing is performed from the the source to destination
along the coordinate that reduces the remaining distance to
destination. CAN requires on average(d/4)(n1/4) hops to
reach the destination, and requires a routing table at each
peer of2d neighbors.
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Napster Gnutella CAN Chord
Decentralized No Yes Yes Yes
Space cost O(n) N/A 2d O(log (n))
Data read O(1)) O(n) O(n1/d) O(log (n))
Data insert O(1)) O(1) O(n1/d) O(log (n))
Data delete O(1)) O(1) O(n1/d) O(log (n))
Node insert O(1)) O(n) O(n1/d) O(log (n))
Node delete O(1)) O(1) O(1) O(log (n))

Table 2: This table shows the features of the P2P systems. While Space cost is the storage used for node routing.

The CAN algorithm is a clever algorithm for developing
and maintaining a dynamic, decentralized index; however,
it assumes that peers have somewhat similar capabilities and
resources, and that they are equally reliable. In realistic P2P
system is very dynamic, and unreliable underlying unreli-
able network.

CAN via Grid

Since CAN algorithm is limited in similarity of capabilities
and resource of peers. If we concern peers as various nodes
in Grid network and Grid generally consists of heteroge-
neous resources, so CAN algorithm cannot work well for
the heterogeneity Grid system. But CAN may work well
with the homogeneity Grid system.

3.3 Chord

Chord [7] is a distributed lookup protocol designed by MIT.
It supports fast data locating and node joining/leaving. Sim-
ilar to CAN, Chord resolves a key to a specific peer using
consistent hashing.

In Chord, the routing table at each peer has more links to
neighboring peers than to far away peers. Therefore, each
hop reduces the distance to the target in identifier space by
at least one half. Therefore, the search cost in Chord is
logarithmic in the number of peers. The update cost of a
peer joining and leaving the network isO(log2(n))

Chord via Grid

Chord is identical to CAN, but Chord improve the perfor-
mance for contacting peers. Resource discovery scheme of
Chord may apply with large-scale Grid system in the man-
ner speed.

3.4 Publish/Subscribe Networks

This issue we discuss an interesting approach called Pub-
lish/Subscribe Networks [8] which related with resource

discovery. This approach is used to many systems and it
seems likely to be designed for using in P2P system.

Publish/Subscribe networks is proposed for event no-
tification systems. The approach describes as follows:
Peers first agree on a certain query and advertisement tem-
plate. Peers subscribe their need (e.g. what events they
need to notified of) whith a publish/subscribe server in the
form of filter or pattern to be matched. Publish/Subscribe
servers form a P2P network. Each publish/subscribe server
propagates and aggregates its subscriptions to other pub-
lish/subscribe servers. Information producers publish their
content with the publish/subscribe servers, and this con-
tent gets routed through several publish/subscribe servers
based on the aggregated subscriptions filters at each pub-
lish/subscribe servers. The information finally reaches all
clients with the relevant subscriptions. Routing efficiency is
achieved by aggregating filters to keep only the most gen-
eral ones.

We may take some benefits from the Publish/Subscribe
Networks approach derive from its advantages. The pub-
lish/subscribe is a content routing service or resource dis-
covery service based on complex content which they are
usually shared in the complex systems like Grid. This
scheme does not like the content mapping networks (like
CAN) where routing is based on a single key. The pub-
lish/subscribe have some central control, which may be
good for preventing malicious peers or control the secu-
rity that is the feature that we need in the Grid environment
(however, this feature is one service which implemented in
many Grid implementations). Moreover, aggregating sub-
scriptions reduce the size of routing tables (the tables are
distributed on many servers).

We realize this approach must be improved by the
distributed resource discovery algorithms that we discuss
above for reducing the number of rounds and the network
communication complexity.

4. Related Resource Discovery Mechanisms

This section we need to present some resource discovery
mechanisms which related with our survey. These related
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mechanisms are:

• Matchmaking

Matchmaking (also called MatchMaker) [20] is a dis-
tributed resource management mechanism developed
as part of Condor[16] project for Grid systems. In a
simple view, the matchmaking acts as ”yellow page”
service to enable tasks to find resources for execu-
tion. The matchmaking can support dynamic clusters,
i.e. resources can enter and join their local clusters at
will. The matchmaking is based on the idea that re-
sources providing services and clients requesting ser-
vice advertise their characteristics and requirements
using classified advertisements (classads).

The classad specification defines the syntax and se-
mantic rules for specifying the attributes associated
with the characteristics and requirements. It may be
possible to use the classad language as the specifica-
tion language as the part of resource discovery mecha-
nism in Grid systems. In [18], they purposed a system
that used the matchmaking using in Computational
Grid.

• SLP

The Service Location Protocol (SLP) [3] is a protocol
to simplify the advertisement and the resource discov-
ery. The resource discovery of SLP can be achieved via
static configuration, DHCP request, or advertisement
via IP multicast. The static configuration or multicast
makes SLP inappropriate for Grid system. Because the
Grid system is a large-scale network, so the multicast
cannot scale enough for Grid system. Nodes and re-
sources in Grid system can change dynamically, so the
static configuration is not quite good solution for Grid.

• DNS and Globe

The Domain Name System (DNS) [19] and Globe [12]
are both designed to support scalable service discov-
ery. These systems scale extremely well, to the extent
that all resources on the Internet can be named. These
systems are used to map these names into IP addresses
and object brokers, respectively. However, both sys-
tems use a predefined hierarchical naming scheme and
only support extremely simple queries, two assump-
tions that we cannot make in the Grid environment.
In addition, neither support security that controls ac-
cess to information. This feature is required for Grid
systems which managed by many policies defined by
many organizations .

• Jini Lookup Service

Jini technology [11, 13] is the APIs and infrastruc-
ture for building distributed application in the man-

ner of plug-and-play network. Jini provides the re-
source discovery protocol named”Jini Lookup Ser-
vice”. The Jini Lookup service looks for preferred re-
sources (referred to services) by broadcasting the re-
quest messages to every nodes in the range of IP mul-
ticast can go. The Jini seems likely to use in Grid sys-
tem;however, it uses IP multicast which makes Jini in-
appropriate for Grid system.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we address some issues on resource discovery
in Grid environments. We concentrate to the distributed dis-
covery algorithms. Then, we notice that the Name-Dropper
may be the high performance algorithm because it uses
less time for a node to learn about others and also reduces
the network communication complexity;hence, the Name-
Dropper may be utilized for for Grid system but we may
improve some disadvantages of this algorithm.

Furturemore, we present the parameter-based approach
[17]. The approach guides us how to reduce the overhead
of dissemination of messages between nodes in the Grid
network and presents us the groups of transferring mes-
sage awareness and pseudo-code of dissemination. In the
pseudo-code, it is adaptable with above distributed discov-
ery algorithm. Consequently, if we uses the suitable algo-
rithms with the parameter-base approach then it may prob-
ably build new high performance resource discovery using
in Grid system.

Lastly, we pay attention on resource discovery in Peer-
to-Peer system. We think the Peer-to-Peer approach has
succeeded in the world of resource discovery. We expect the
resource discovery concepts of Peer-to-Peer may be adapted
to be one service using in Grid systems. However, it is
not easy to reorganize the Grid system with Peer-to-Peer
system, so we should explore the new model continuously
which can describe the components which are sufficient for
both systems.
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